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Few words
An adolescent period is a distinct time of human development. Adolescents need
specific support from health and behavioral communication programs. A majority of
young adolescents do not have correct and complete knowledge about puberty. There
are several social barriers to adolescents’ access to correct information about puberty.
Therefore, there is a crucial need of print, audio and visual materials about puberty.
These materials can be informative tools for help adolescents adopt positive
behaviors.
Boys and girls go through physical, mental and emotional changes during puberty.
Adolescent behavior and interest also change during this period. All these changes
are normal but adolescents may fall in trouble if they lack adequate knowledge about
puberty.
This booklet “Kishor” is meant for all boys of 10-14 years of age. It has tried to give
answers to some of queries that often come in the minds of boys belonging to this
age group. It also tries to give answers to several questions about reproductive health
as well as gender and life skills.
There are, of course, some Information/Education and Communications (IEC)
materials prepared for adolescents belonging to the age group of 13-19. However,
there is a lack of audio and visual materials that target this particular age group on
Reproductive Health (RH) issues. We hope that this book will fulfill the requirements
of this age group.
This booklet is the result of several months of hard works of many people. Mr Sagar
Dahal, senior public health administrator at FHD, Dr Ashish KC, Ms Srijana Sharma,
Ms Sangeeta Paudel of Save the Children and artist Raju Babu Shakya (Sarab) are
highly acknowledged for their contributions to this book.
Special thanks to Mr. Brad Kerner, Adolescent Reproductive Health Advisor, Save
the Children USA, for his technical guidance while preparing this booklet.
We would like to thank all students and teachers who shared their personal stories
and experiences for this booklet.
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My Dreams

Everyone has HOPES and DREAMS
for their life.
What are your HOPES and DREAMS?
What do you want to achieve in life?
Draw a picture or write a few words of your Hopes
and Dreams. Share it with your friends, siblings
and parents. They can help you make your Hopes
and Dreams come true
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Puberty
What is puberty ?
Everyone goes through different phases in life. During our adolescent phase,
from age 10 to 19, we see many changes in our body, feelings and emotions.
All of these changes together are called “puberty” and they are very normal.
Everyone experiences these changes but some boys experience these
changes before others.

You will see the following body changes during puberty:

You will grow taller
Hair will grow on your
chest, armpits and
around the penis
You will start to see
signs of a moustache
and beard
Your voice will deepen
Your chest will become
wider
You might experience
ejaculations in your
dreams (“night-fall”)
You will start to sweat
more which can make
you smell bad
Your face becomes oilier
which can cause
pimples.

Beside body changes, you may experience many emotional changes. You may
feel happy one day, then sad the next day, outgoing with friends one day, then
shy the next day.
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These emotional changes are normal. All of these
emotional changes can cause some boys to have new
desires, for example:
The desire to please others and not feel different from
friends
The desire to want others to understand your feelings.
The desire to form your own circles with just boys
The desire to be successful in school and feel
competitive with friends
Sexual desires that make you feel attracted toward
others.

Surendra’s story
I was 14 years old. All my friends were tall and healthy but I was short and
lean. They had beards and moustache on their faces and were very proud of
their physical changes. But, I was different. I did not have a beard or
moustache like them. My friends would make plans to tease girls. They would
talk dishonorable things about them and laugh at the girls by saying “She has
very big breasts and she has small ones.” I used to find it difficult to hear
those comments and would feel embarrassed about it. My friends would
tease me saying I was like a girl or still
a child.
I would sit and wonder if I was really
like a girl or a child? Why had my
physical structure not changed like my
friends? Why did hair not grow on my
face or my body? I knew I was
different from my friends and
wondered what I should be doing to
be more like them. I always worried
about my situation but could not count
on anyone to share my thoughts with.
I would be upset thinking of my
situation and it would cause me to
panic.
Now that I am 17, all of these worries
have gone away because my body
changed quickly when I was 15 and I am just like the other boys. I advise my
younger brothers that everyone’s body changes at a different pace and that
girls develop quicker than boys. I also tell them that teasing girls is
dishonorable and that real men treat girls with respect.
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Why do pimples appear in the face during puberty?
Puberty actually starts when extra chemical
called ‘hormones’ is produced in our body. It is
this hormone that makes our skin produce more
oil which causes pimples on our face.

Do pimples disappear after marriage?
The belief that pimples disappear after marriage
is absolutely false. We should wash our face with
cold water at least five or six times a day. We
should not prick and squeeze pimples with our
fingers. Instead, we should avoid eating too oily and fried foods, chocolates.
We should always keep our face dry and clean it to prevent pimples.
I sometimes wake up with a wet, sticky spot on my underwear or pajama
pants. It’s not urine, so what is it?
This is what many boys call a “night fall”. Many boys are embarrassed or
confused about these but it is completely normal. A “night fall” is when semen
(the fluid containing sperm) is discharged from the penis during ejaculation
while a boy is asleep. Usually, night fall occurs during dreams that have
sexual images. Sometimes boys wake up from a wet dream, but sometimes
they sleep through it. Night falls begin during puberty when the body starts
making more testosterone, the major male hormone.

Is having a night-fall bad?
Although some boys feel embarrassed or even guilty about having night falls,
they can’t be controlled and you can’t stop them from happening. Most boys
experience them at some point during puberty and even sometimes as adults.
So night falls are normal and do not harm you physically.
5

Kumar’s story
I was 15 years old. One day, my aunt came to our house. She caught my
arm and looked at me from head to toe. She then teased me, ‘Wow, Kumar,
you have matured now. You have gained height. Look! You have
moustache, beard and pimples on your face. Looks like young girls will be
eyeing you.”
I got embarrassed with my aunt’s comments. I wondered why she said those
things. Truth is that I had actually developed a lot of pimples on my face and
my skin had faded. I got very upset why I had lost all my good look suddenly.
I began worrying about my physical appearance and did not socialize much.
I began thinking that everyone thought I was ugly and wondered what I could
do to make it better. I worried that if I was not handsome, no girl would like
me. I wondered how I could become attractive. I got very depressed with my
situation.
Looking back, I realize how I still had many good friends and everyone was
going through so many of the same changes. I also have learned how I am
as a person and how others see me is not always by my exterior looks, but
by how good a person I am, how nice I am, how much I care for others. My
character is what makes me a beautiful person.

?!
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What makes someone
a boy or a girl?
In our community, there are different beliefs about how boys and girls
should act. But are they all true?

1. Boys should have short hair.
But here Raju has long hair.
Isn’t he still a boy?

2. Son supports his parents in
their old age.
Here Sobha has brought her
father to the hospital for his
treatment. Isn’t she still a girl?

3. Girls are responsible to do
household chores.
Here Kamal is cooking meal for
the family. Isn’t he still a boy?
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4. A school is headed by a male
teacher.
Here Goma is the headteacher of the
School. Isn’t she still respected as a
woman?

5. Boys are considered smarter than
girls.
Here Sushila and Bhima have
topped their respective classes.
Aren’t they still respectable girls?

6. Working for the army or police is
a man’s job.
But here Menaka is a police
officer. Isn’t she still respected?

Although our societies have created certain roles for men and
women, there are examples of men and women living differently but
equally. It proves that all these beliefs are not universal. As the time
changes, all these types of beliefs can become outdated. Therefore,
instead of forcing roles and responsibilities based on sex, boys and
girls should get an equal opportunity to do work based on their
interests and skills.
The truth is that any one can learn to do anything and be successful
if he or she is given an opportunity.
88

Whose turn is it to wash the dishes?
A quiz about roles of boys and girls.
Men and women and boys and girls have different roles and
responsibilities in our society. Why is it so? Is it fair? Who made these
rules? Can these rules be rewritten?
We have listed some statements and answers. Please tick ; the one
you consider most appropriate and write your answer.

1. Girls have hopes and dreams just like boys…
 and girls can achieve these hopes and

dreams just as easily as boys!


but girls have a harder time than boys
achieving their hopes and dreams.

Do you think it is easier for you to achieve your hopes and dreams than girls
your age? Why is it so?
..................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................

2. Boys do not have to help cleaning the
dishes because…
 They do not know the skill
 It’s not their job
 They are not expected to help by their parents

What would happen if you helped your sister or mother clean the dishes?
What would your family and friends say? Is it fair that girls have to do all the
household work?
..................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................
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3. When compared to boys, more girls drop out
of school because…
 their education is not given as much importance

as that of boys
 they are not expected to go for higher education


they are not naturally as smart as boys

 There are too many other chores and

responsibilities for girls
Are boys born smarter than girls? Are there girls in your school who are very
smart? What role do boys have in helping girls achieve success in schools?
..................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................

4. Boys do not cry because…
 They do not know how to cry
 They are told not to cry by their families and

society
 They lack emotions and never feel sad or hurt

Have you ever heard someone say to you “Act like a man!”? What are they
really trying to tell you? Isn’t it OK for boys to cry just like girls?
..................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................

5. Girls should not play football because…


They need to spend their free time cleaning and
doing chores



It is not biologically possible for them to play
football



It is not a girl’s game.

Are girls not able to play sports? Is it fair for boys to have free time to play but
not girls? What can families do to make life more fair and equal for boys and
girls at home?
..................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................
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6. Boys can not look after children because…
 Biologically men are not care givers
 They should not look after children
 It is not considered a man’s responsibility

Have you ever seen a man caring for his children? Why does society think
men can not be caregivers?
..................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................

Boys and girls are different but not unequal.
All people have the choice to act in ways that help both
boys and girls achieve their HOPES and DREAMS. Is it fair
to treat boys and girls unequally?

11
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Story of Bimal
Bimal lives in Pyuthan Bhirangi. He studies in grade nine. There are six
members in Bimal’s family. They include grand papa, mother, father, one
sister, one brother and Bimal him self. Bimal’s mother is always busy at home
because she has to do entire household choreswork by herself.
Bimal goes to school, eats supper prepared by his mother. Then in the
evening he goes to play football. After dinner he sits for school home work. If
his siblings ask him for any assistance, he refuses because he wants to
watch TV when he is done with his school homework. Bimal feels proud of
himself for being the elder son. He also feels that it is his rights not to help his
siblings. He knows he will repay his family when he is old enough to have a
good job.

You have read two stories; one of Kamal and another of Bimal.
Whose story do you like most? Which boy is more respectable and
honorable? Would you be like Kamal or Bimal ? Write something in
the page below about the type of son and brother you would want to
be and share it with your siblings and parents.
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Story of Kamal
Kamal is a 14 years old boy. He lives in Pyuthan Khalanga. He is now at
seventh grade. There are seven members in Kamal’s house. Kamal helps
his mother and sisters in all types of chores. After dinner he sits for study. He
always gives guidance to his sisters to learn new things. So, both of his
sisters are equally good in their study. His mother has leisure time. She often
attends the mother’s group meetings and learns several important things.
She applies them at home.
Kamal has a small vegetable garden. All family members equally work to
grow vegetables. They sell some of them in the market and earn money. So
there is no problem for purchasing stationeries required for the children.
Some of Kamal’s friends tease him, “You are just like a girl who loves to do
household chores.” But Kamal tells his friends that he does not understand
why they call him a girl. He says, “If a man finds it okay to do all works,
including cleaning, cooking and washing dishes and clothes outside home,
why should he hesitate to do it at home? There is nothing wrong about doing
these chores at home. It has rather helped my mother. I am proud of it. So,
despite the teasing by my friends, I will not stop helping my mother and sister
at home.”

Have you ever felt this way?
What would you tell your friends if
they started teasing you for actions that improve
fairness between boys and girls.
13
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Arun’s story
When I was 14 years old I started liking girls in a different way. One night I
saw a classmate girl in my dream and I tightly embraced and kissed her.
When I awoke the next morning, I found my underpants wet. I was confused
what it was because it did not smell like urine. I suffered such problems
several nights. I was
scared that something
was wrong but could not
tell about it to anyone.
I now have learned what I
had was a “night fall”
which is when you get an
erection and semen
comes out. This starts to
happen when boys go
through puberty and start
to have sexual feelings. I
also know that this is the
time in life when you can
start to get a girl pregnant,
but that boys are still too
young to be a father. So I
advise my younger
brothers to try and
concentrate on school but
not to be embarrassed of
their new feelings. I tell them that I am always here to talk to them because I
went through the same thing that they did.

Why are adolescent boys so inquisitive, always wanting to try new
things?
As a result of your developing mind and body, adolescent boys and girls want
to learn new things. It is a natural part of puberty. This desire to learn new
things often leads to great discoveries, new talents and new skills that help
boys reach their hopes and dreams. As boys grow confident and want to
become independent, they can also start to be influenced by peer pressure
from friends which can lead them to try new things that might not be good for
them. Sometimes these include trying smoking and drinking alcohol.
How will you remain safe and free from peer pressure as you grow? Write in
the space below how you will handle peer pressure from your friends.
14

Ajay’s story
One day my friends were smoking in a back corner of the school compound.
They gave me a cigarette to smoke. First, I hesitated to smoke and denied it
but I felt like I would lose my friends or they would make fun of me if I did not
join them. So I slowly started to smoke along with them. I didn’t really enjoy it
at first but I got used to the taste, although I never really liked it. I did feel like I
was a popular kid when doing this with my friends, but I also did not like the
feeling that I might be disrespecting my family.
Now I have realized that boys and girls can easily fall under pressure from
their friends and resisting this peer pressure is not easy. But it feels terrible to
do something that you do not really want to. Hence, I advise all my younger
brothers and sisters to know what is important to them and their families and
be comfortable with who they are. If friends give you pressure to smoke, just
say “it does not suit my body but I can still have fun with you without
smoking”. If still friends give you pressure then it might be time to think
whether they are real friends or not. Talk to older brothers and sister about
the situation or a teacher. They can be really helpful for you to figure out what
to do.

15
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Snake and ladder Game

How to play
Snake and
Ladder game ?
This game needs at
least two players. More
than two players can also
play this game together.
Before beginning the
game, each of the players needs to choose a
token with specific
colour. All the selected
tokens with different
colours are placed aside
on the game board.
Which of the players
will start the game can be
decided by themselves in
mutual understanding.
The first player needs to
throw a die rolling on the
board.
The die stops rolling
itself with a particular
number. Now, the player
can move forward his
token across as many
rooms as the number
shown by his die.
If the token reaches a
room where there is a
ladder, the player is
allowed to move his
token up to the top of the
ladder.
If the token reaches a
room where there is the
mouth of a snake, the
player is forced to put his
token down to the tail of
the snake.
All the players should
roll the die turn by turn.
And, whoever first takes
the token to the room
number 100 wins the
game.
17

Job responsibility
Some tasks are done at home while some others are done outside
home to earn money. Why is it like this? Consider the picture of a few
such tasks, which have been given below. You have to tell us whether
these tasks are done by men at home or outside the home. Please tick
; on the appropriate boxes.

At home

18

Outside home (As a job)

Man cooking

Yes No

Chef in a hotel

Yes No

Stitching clothes

Yes No

A tailor

Yes No

Outside home (As a job)

At home

Serving food

Yes No

A waiter in a hotel

Yes No

Washing utensils

Yes No

Washing dishes
in a restaurant

Yes No

Conclusion
Women are expected to do household chores as this work is unpaid,
unrecognized and given least importance. This gender discrimination
has a negative impact not only on girls but also on society and the
country as a whole. There is a need to give importance to work
happening both inside or outside the home. Instead of forcing roles
and responsibility based on sex, people should get an equal
opportunity to choose based on their interest and skill sets. The truth
is that, given a chance anyone can learn to do any thing.
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Should I be worried if…?
Should I worry if I all other boys start growing taller
and getting hair on their face except me?
No. There is nothing to worry about. Generally, puberty
starts at around 11 or 12 years of age in boys but some
boys don’t start to change until a bit later. Every boy grows
at their own pace.
Should I worry if girls start to grow and change before
I do?
Puberty starts in girls usually before boys. This is also
normal. Puberty can start in girls as early as 10 or
11years of age. In case of boys, it starts a bit later.
Should I worry if I suddenly feel sad or happy during
puberty?
It is normal to have quick changes in your moods and
emotions during puberty. Everyone starts to feel different
things…you should talk to other friends your age to see
what they are feeling.

Should I worry if ...?
No need to worry ! you are normal !
While girls and boys can worry so much during puberty,
most of the things they worry about are normal and
happen to everyone. So, there is no need to worry about.
Talk to your friends, siblings and parents about what you
feel. They all have experienced the same worries !

Who should I talk to if I still feel confused or worried?
There may be several things which
may be confusing to you. Boys in their
adolescence hide their curiosity within
their mind or share with the friends of
their own age. But the friends of the
same age may not have adequate
knowledge in the matter. So it is good
to ask queries with older brothers or
senior friends who love you much.
They may answer your queries better.
20
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Bharat's story
One day, when I was 15, I met a girl who was my neighbor. She smiled at
me. I felt uncomfortable to be around her. During the evening, when I started
to read my book, I saw her face instead of words. I had not really liked her,
but that day her smile made me go crazy. I began to think that I would be
happy if I could marry her but I could not share my feelings with her as we
were not close to each other.
My father always advised me to study hard for bright future but I was not
worried about it. When my parents would ask me to do some task, I would be
furious with them. I would get irritated with my parents when they gave me
advice. I stopped wanting to go to school and study. All I wanted was to sit
alone in isolation. I wanted to be smart in order to attract my neighbors
attention towards me. I could not share my feelings with anyone and would
feel depressed with the situation I was in.
I now know that when boys go
through puberty, there are so
many changes in our
emotions. We think
that attraction with
someone is love and
rush our feelings
without thinking of
what our futures will
be like. We don’t
always like the
advice of elders
but are not sure
how to deal with our
feelings. We also can
really be attracted to
others that we were not
attracted to before and this can be
distracting. When you first feel attraction
to someone, you may think that this
attraction is love and want to get married to
each other but I think it is good to concentrate on
your school work. I think it is important for other
boys to know that these are normal feelings.
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Resham’s story
My uncle had come home from Dubai for the festival of Dashain. I went to his
home to get Dashain tika. When I was receiving tika from him, he blessed me
saying, “Resham, you have grown up now. You have developed beard and
moustache on your face. Your voice has also be come rough. We need to
see a girl for you to marry.” I was shocked hearing my uncle’s words. I felt
ashamed. What changes had made me a young adult? And why was I
supposed to get married? I use to see the mirror many times a day but I had
not noticed my mustache and beard. My friends had not told me about the
change. I had also not noticed the change in my voice as well. My friends
and family never told me about any physical changes that had occurred.
I reached home that day and saw my image in the mirror for a long time.
There was a small beard and moustache on my face. I decided to get rid of it.
I bought a razor and shaved it so that no one wwould tease me again. But
after a few days it grew thick. I began to worry if my parents would get me
married. I had not been able to earn money. How would I buy stuff for my
wife? If I could not fulfill my bride wishes, she then would not like me. How
would I solve this problem? I was worried.
I now know that the words that my uncle said to me were just fun. Boys have
a lot to do before they get married. And that starting puberty and being able
to grow a beard means you are not fully man yet. I now advise my younger
brothers that the skills we learn in school and in life really make you ready for
marriage, not the beard on the face. I encourage them to see if my brothers
have really gained the characteristics to be a good husband before they
decide to marry.

22
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Find the difference
Look carefully at pictures given below. What are the differences you
observe between the activities being done by boys and girls?

Picture 1

Picture 2
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Think and write
1. Have you seen these types of things in your place?

Pictures 1

Pictures 2

2. What are the other differences in the work and behavior of the boys and
girls that you have seen in your community?

3. Why do these differences exist in our society? Discuss the reasons
with your friends in child club and school with your teachers and
friends. Write down your opinion about how could this type of
discrimination be eliminated from the society. You can also draw
pictures to illustrate your answer.

24
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Invisible wall
Have you ever heard of an invisible wall? They are all around us. They
are the walls that keep us from standing up for our beliefs and feelings.
Read the story below to see how invisible walls keep boys from sharing
their opinions.
Bimala was a ninth grader. She used to help her mother in household chores
every morning before going to school. Her mother broke one of her legs by
falling off a ladder one day. After this accident, Bimala’s parents asked her to
not go to school so that she could undertake all household works. Bimala’s
brother Rohit was not happy at his parents’ decision. He became sad and felt
bad that he got to continue his education while his sister’s hopes and dreams
to finish her education would not come true. He thought that he could join the
night school instead and stay home during the day to help out instead of
Bimala having to drop out of
school if his parents truly
needed someone to handle
household works. He went
to his father to tell him about
his decision but he could not
express his views to his
father. He started to feel the
INVISIABLE WALL which
made it hard to tell his father
his true feelings. Rohit
already knew that his father
thought that sending a
daughter to school while
making his son do
household chores would
embarrass him in front of his
neighbors. So, Rohit was
scared to stand up for what he knew was fair because of how tradition says
what boys and girls should do. Rohit decided not to cross this invisible wall
and say nothing. In such situation, how could Rohit tell his father that he
would work in house to keep his sister at school? He was confused.

Have you ever experienced an INVISAIBLE WALL that made it hard
for you to do something you knew was right because of fear that you
would be teased or not accepted? Draw a picture of the situation in a
paper and share it with friends and parents. So, you can start to take
down these invisible walls and boys and girls can be treated equally.
25

Journey of Respect
Tick the behaviors below that you
think are respectable.

1. Whom do you respect more?

 Boy who teases the girls
 Boy who protects his sister from
being teased

2. Who is more respectable?

 Those who help their sisters at
household work and in study

 Those who enjoy playing only and
refuse to help their sisters

3. Who is more respectable?

 Those who request their parents
to send their sisters to the school

 Those who don’t care if their sister
drops out of school
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4. Who is more respectable?

 Those who share their learning
and help sisters with homework?

 Those who go to watch TV soon
after their home works are done?

5. Who is more respectable?

 Those who clean their utensils
and wash school uniforms

 Those who feel proud of not doing any household work
6. Who is more respectable?

 Those who accompany their
sisters in the lonely path to the
school for their protection

 Those who don’t want to walk with
ladies

7. Who is more respectable?

 Those who listen to the hopes and
dreams of their sisters and
encourage them to go to the school

 Those who don’t want to listen to
their sisters

8. Who is more respectable?

 Those who talk nicely with their fathers and friends but talk roughly
with ladies

 Those who talk to their mothers and sisters with respects

27

Time sheet
Below is an interesting clock. When you color it, you will
see how much time you spend in doing different things
each day Think about all the activities you usually do in
24 hours and fill in the matching colors. A few examples
have been given, but if there is something else that you
do, please write it below and assign a different color to it.
Getting
ready for
the school

Sleeping

Playing

In
school

Household
chores

Study at
home

Watching
television

22

23

24

1

2
3

21
20

4
5

19
18

6

Day

Night

7

17
8

16
9

15
14
28

13

12

11

10

In the same way make a clock for your sister

22

23

24

1
2
3

21
20

4
5

19
18

6

Day

Night
7

17
8

16
9

15
14

10
13

12

11

Think and write
1.

Is your clock same as your sister’s clock?
In your clock, much of your time is for play and study
than that of your sister. But the portion of time for
household chores is larger in your sister’s clock. Do
you agree with this difference? Why is it so?

2.

Do you want to change anything in any clock? What and how do you
want to change them?
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What do girls experience during
puberty?
Girls experience so many things as boys during puberty.

Girls will see the following body changes during puberty:
They grow taller.
Their hips get wider.
Hair grows in and around their
“secret parts” and armpits.
Their breasts grow and become
more sensitive.
Their voice changes.
Their face becomes oilier which
can cause pimples.
They start to sweat more which
can make you smell bad (If you
do not wash yourself!)
Their menstruation begins.

Menstruation? What is that? Why do boys need to know about
menstruation?
Just like when boys experience night falls during
puberty because of changing hormones, girls also
experience something very special that help
prepare them for the future when they are ready to
have children. This is called menstruation.

What is menstruation?
During menstruation, blood trickles out from a girl’s
vagina for three to four days and this occurs once a month. It is at this time
that girls can actually become pregnant even though their bodies are not
ready. Many girls are scared when they menstruate for the first time because
do not know what it is. Worse, many girls fear that boys will make fun of them
in school during menstruation.
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Sama’s story
I was in class 7. My final examination had just started. I went to toilet with my
friends. There I saw blood in my underwear and noticed that my school
uniform was soiled. I guessed I had menstruation. I was shocked what to do?
How could I sit in the exam hall? I will fail. I started weeping because I was
afraid all the boys would make fun of me when I left the toilet. My friends
uperside started shouting at me as I had taken long time to come out from
the toilet. Then, I came out and shared my problem with friends.
My friends accompanied me to our class teacher Ms Sobha and told her
about my situation. She asked me not to cry. It happens to all girls. She gave
me a sanitary pad, which I had never seen before! She asked me to sit in
exams without
worrying about
soiling my cloths.
She taught me
how to place the
pad in my
underwear. After
doing this, we
went to the class
room and I
appeared for my
exam.
Now I am 16. I
realized that even
at the age of 10 or
11 girls can start
menstruation.
I advise my sisters
not to be afraid
and cry when they menstruate, but I also advise my aunties and mothers that
girls need to learn about menstruation before it happens. Even though
sanitary pads cost money, I ask my mother to buy some for my younger
sisters since this will help them be more confident at school during
menstruation period.
I also advise my younger brothers to help girls reach their hopes and dreams
and understand the challenges girls face when they begin puberty. I am so
proud of my younger brothers who stand up to other boys in school when
they hear them teasing girls about menstruation. He is really a respectable
boy!
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Cartoon story
You lazy
baby.

Oh, you are
wearing my shirt.
Ouch, why did
you beat me?

Can you not wash
your shirt yourself? How
can you feel embarrassed
to go to school in a dirty
shirt when you are ashamed
of washing your
clothes?

You are not servant
but joker. If you ask me
to not eat at home, then
give me some money. I
will eat at hotel.
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How can I wash
my clothes when I have
my sister? Every one
will make fun of me if
they see me washing
my clothes.

My shirt is dirty. Is it
not embarrassing to go
to school wearing a
dirty shirt?

Oh, do you
think I am your servant?
If you are ashamed of
working at home, then
you do not eat food
here, either.

Very funny.

Oh, I had a backache. I
am feeling relieved now.
Can you beat me more?

Hey kids,
what is this noise
all about?

!?

See your
darling son. He went to
school in my shirt.

Oh I see. Then, why can
a boy not do a girl’s works at
home? Is it not that sons and
daughters should work
together at home?

It is not that I do
not work at home at all.
I just forgot to wash my
shirt so that I had to put
on sister’s shirt. Take
your shirt now.

There is nothing wrong
about it. A boy can wear a girl’s
shirt these days. It is not a big
deal.

I will wash all my
clothes including yours.
You do not bother about.
Just give me opportunities
to work at home, sister.
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